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Abstract: The paper deals with the problem of evaluating the performance of production systems in 
which Statistical Process Control (SPC) techniques are applied. Even if the problems related with the 
design of quality control systems and with the analysis of the performance of manufacturing systems 
have already been extensively investigated, few works on the interactions between these two aspects 
have appeared so far.  
In the paper, production systems with manufacturing and inspection machines are considered. 
Production stages are separated by interoperational buffers of finite capacity. Machines are 
considered to be unreliable and they can fail in different modes. The behaviour of the machines can be 
monitored by control charts which are used to generate information about the state of the monitored 
machines. If a machine is observed to work in an out of control state it is stopped and activities  to 
reset the machine to the in control state are performed.  
In the paper an approximate analytical method to estimate the performance of such systems is 
developed. Numerical results are reported to show the accuracy of the proposed method. 
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1-  Introduction 
Quality is an important aspect of real flow lines that has been rarely studied in the literature, at a 
system level. In particular, the paper deals with the interaction between quality control and production 
performance of the system. This interaction is important for many reasons.  
− Firstly, quality control may affect the performance of the production line in many ways. On the one 

hand, at each production stage controlled by an inspection device, produced parts, that are 
identified as non-conforming, can be scrapped by the system or stored into an interoperational 
buffer, waiting to be reworked. This intervention reduces the total number of parts produced in a 
time unit by the system (throughput) but increments the fraction of conforming parts produced 
(yield). On the other hand, Statistical Process Control can be used to identify the situations in 
which a machine passes to an out of control state. In this case, the behaviour of the machine is 
checked and, if necessary, the machine is stopped and reset to the normal operating conditions. 
This intervention reduces the operational time of the observed machine, but prevents it from 
processing an increased fraction of non conforming parts, i.e. it increases the system yield. 

− Secondly, the presence of buffers of finite capacity in the line, even if it increases the productivity 
of the line by decoupling the behaviour of adjacent machines, causes a delay in the transmission of 
the quality information along the line. Therefore, the performance of the quality control system is 
affected by the architecture of the production system. 

The main goal of the paper is to propose an approximate analytical method for evaluating the 
performance of a production line taking into account the quality issues. Results in this area will pave 
the way to the development of algorithms to support the design of production systems taking into 
account both quality and productivity aspects. In particular, it will be possible to address problems of 
optimal allocation of inspection devices, of buffer storages, and optimal design of control charts.  
The paper is structured as follows: in the next section a brief literature review is reported. In section 3 
the behaviour of the real systems to be studied is analyzed. The characteristics and the assumptions of 
the system model are reported in section 4. In section 5 the approximate analytical method is 
developed for the case of simple systems. Finally, in section 6, numerical results are reported.  
 
 



2- Literature Review 
A wide body of literature is available in the area of statistical quality control applied to production 
systems. In this area the contribution of Montgomery [1] and Alwan [2] in the diffusion of the 
statistical process control theory is fundamental. Many contributions investigate the area of economic 
design of control charts in order to optimize quality control performance. Pioneer in this area is the 
work of Duncan [3] for the design of the parameters of an X bar control chart. Surveys of economic 
design models can be found in Montgomery [4], and, more recently, in Ho and Case [5]. Other 
contributions deal with the problem of optimal allocation of inspection stations in multistage 
production lines. A survey of these models can be found in Raz [6]. All these models have the goal of 
allocating inspection efforts in the line and determining optimal control chart parameters in order to 
minimize a cost function.  
Only few works consider the quality issue at a system level. Colosimo B.M., Tolio T. and Semeraro Q. 
[7] proposed a method based on a semi-Markov model of a two-stage production system without 
buffers and with two control charts, one per machine. The goal of the method was to design the 
optimal parameters for the two control charts The paper shows that the solution found without 
considering the relation between the two production stages is sub-optimal.  
Tempelmeier, Burger [8] and Helber [9] proposed analytical methods for studying production lines 
with quality stations and scrap and rework policies. 
Gershwin S.B. and Kim J. [10] proposed a method for the evaluation of the performance of a 
production line considering the quality control issue. In their method, machine can have “quality 
failures”. The presence of buffers is considered and their effect on the quality information delay is 
investigated. 
The proposed method has the goal of investigating the relations between quality issues and system 
performance. The approach considers explicitly, for the first time, both control charts and finite 
capacity buffers.  
 
3- System Behaviour 
The paper studies the behaviour of production lines with finite capacity interoperational buffers. 
Machines are unrealiable and can fail in different failure modes. Each machine when is operational 
can be either in control or out of control. When the machine is in control the fraction of non 
conforming parts produced is low (even if it is normally greater than zero) whereas when the machine 
is out of control the fraction of non conforming parts produced is normally high. In real system there 
may be different and sometimes infinite ways of being out of control and each way is characterized by 
a specific fraction of non conforming parts produced. In the paper we make the hypothesis that, when 
operational, a machine can either be in control or in a unique out of control state. The proposed 
approach, however, can be easily extended to consider multiple out of control states. 
To investigate wheter the machine is producing in control or out of control, quality control charts can 
be applied. Quality control charts can work either on the data obtained from the inspections of 
produced parts or on the data obtained from the measurement of process parameters. In the paper, 
quality control based on inspected parts is considered, even if the method can be extended to include 
also quality control charts based on process parameters.  
When, on the basis of the collected data, the control chart identifies an out of control, a signal is sent to 
the machine that produced the feature monitored by the control chart; the machine receiving the signal 
is stopped to investigate and possibly fix the problems that keep it out of control. 
Basically a control chart carries out repeated tests of hypotheses on the data coming from the inspected 
parts. The test is based on the following competing hypotheses: 

H0: The monitored machine is in control; 
H1: The monitored machine is out of control; 

The statistical test adopted is subject to the following errors: 
− Type I error: when the hypothesis H0 is rejected while being true. This error occurs with 

probability α. When this happens the control chart sends a signal to the monitored machine 
even if it should not send it. Therefore the machine is stopped but no quality failure really 
happened (false alarm). 

− Type II error: when the hypothesis H0 is not rejected while being false. This error occurs with 



probability β (β is constant since there is only one quality failure mode for each 
machine). When this happens the control chart does not send a signal even if it should do so. 
Therefore the machine continue to produce while being out of control. 

In addition to control charts the quality control system can include scrap/rework policies. These 
policies, on the basis of the data coming from an inspected feature and on the basis of the specification 
imposed on that feature, decide whether the part is conforming and can proceed downstream or it 
needs to be to scrapped or reworked. Therefore scrap and rework policies are used to control a 
scrap/rework actuator in the line that selects the destination of each inspected part. This action 
prevents from wasting downstream capacity to process non-conforming parts. 
The same data obtained from the inspection of parts can feed both the control charts and the 
scrap/rework policies even if the two logical components treat the data differently and have different 
finalities. 
Inspection of parts is normally performed by positioning inspection points in the line in order to 
measure the characteristics of specific features (one or more features can be measured by the same 
inspection device). The inspection operation can be performed by following two different policies. 
Sometimes it is useful to measure all the parts that are processed in the line, otherwise it is possible to 
sample parts thus measuring only a fraction of the processed parts.  
The first policy allows the control chart to rapidly capture the occurrence of an out of control state and 
the scrap/rework policies to eliminate all the non conforming parts (if the inspection device is perfectly 
accurate). This policy is normally used when the cost of non conforming parts is high and the cost of 
inspection is low. The second policy has the grace of being cheaper then the 100% inspection but it 
entails a longer response time of the quality chart. Also, with this second policy, scrapping and/or 
reworking is limited to sampled parts. The choice of which policy to adopt is therefore a trade off 
between inspection costs and responsiveness of the control system required. In the paper both 100% 
and inspection sampling policies will be considered. 
In real production systems these two inspection policies normally correspond to different physical 
implementations of the quality control devices. When 100% inspection is performed, the inspection 
device is located in-line, sometimes integrated with the monitored machine. In this case the 
scrap/rework policy gets information on the inspected parts from the inspection device, takes a 
decision on the final destination of the parts and controls a scrap/rework actuator to split the flow of 
inspected parts. If sampling is adopted (figure 1a), the flow of parts downstream the sampling point Mi 
is split into two flows by a sampling actuator which is controlled by a sampling policy. One flow is 
connected with the downstream machines Mi+1… MK of the line and one flow is directed to the 
inspection station IDi  (which is frequently physically separated from the line and may even reside in a 
different building). In this second flow, once the measurement of the quality characteristics has been 
carried out, a split/rework actuator, positioned downstream the inspection device and controlled by the 
split/rework policy, reintegrates the fraction of inspected parts that can be classified as conforming in 
the main line, while scraps or sends to a buffer to be reworked the fraction of inspected parts that can 
be classified as non-conforming.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4- Assumptions of the model 
In the model we assume that the inspection branch of figure 1a can be modelled as in figure 1b. 
Indeed, since normally the number of parts produced between two samples is much greater than the 
number of parts in each sample, the delay related to taking parts from the main flow and reinserting 

Figure 1a: Sampling inspection system 
 

Figure 1b: Model of the sampling inspection system 
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them after inspection, does not affect strongly the performance of the system and can normally be 
neglected.  This assumption allows to model 100% inspection and sampling in the same way. 
Therefore the considered system is formed by K stations Mi and (K-1) interoperational buffers of finite 
capacity Ni , i=1,…,K, storing both conforming and non-conforming parts. Stations can be machining 
stations, inspection stations or integrated stations performing both machining and inspection 
operations. Inspection stations and integrated stations are composed by physical and logical 
components. Physical components are measurement equipments and scrap/rework actuators, able to 
direct the flow of the parts to some different downstream buffers or outside the system (given the 
assumption on the inspection branch, sampling actuators are not modelled). Logical components are 
control charts and scrap/rework policies. The logical components of inspection stations represent the 
link between the monitored machines and the inspection machines. In the model, logical components 
are named Ci,q , where i indicates the monitored machine Mi and q indicates the inspection device 
location Mq. A more detailed list of assumptions of the model follows: 
• Each station is characterized by the same processing time, scaled to time unit. 
• The flow of material is considered as discrete. 
• Each station Mi is unreliable and can fail in fi different failure modes, with fi=1,…,Fi, considered 

as Operational Dependent Failures. 
• The probability that machine Mi fails in a time unit in the failure mode fi is pi,fi =1/MTTFi,fi. 

MTTFi,fi are assumed to be geometrically distributed. 
• The probability that machine Mi is repaired in a time unit from the failure mode fi is 

ri,fi=1/MTTRi,fi. MTTRi,fi are assumed to be geometrically distributed. In the model we assume that 
for failure modes fi=1,..,Φi , the repairing intervention also sets the machine to the in control state 
(type f local failure modes), while, for failure modes φi= Φi+1,..,Fi the repairing intervention  
reset the machine to the conditions (in control or out of control) it had before the failure occurred 
(type φ local failure modes). 

• The probability that the machine Mi goes to an out of control state in a time unit is 
pi

quality=1/MTQFi, therefore MTQFi (Mean Time to Quality Failure) are assumed to be 
geometrically distributed. 

• The probability that, in a time unit, the machine Mi is repaired from a quality failure once it has 
been detected is ri

quality =1/MTTRQi. MTTRQi (Mean Time to Repair Quality) are assumed to be 
geometrically distributed. 

• The probability that the control chart Ci,q generates a false alarm in a time unit is  
pi

false(Ci,q)=1/MTTFAi(Ci,q). Since samples are taken on the basis of the number of parts processed 
by the observed machine we assume that MTTFAi(Ci,q) (Mean Time to False Alarm) are 
approximately geometrically distributed. Also we assume that false alarm failures are Operation 
Dependent Failures (ODF) and that each false alarm immediately stops machine Mi.   

• The probability that the machine Mi is restarted in a time unit after a false alarm   
ri

false1/MTTRFAi.  MTTRFAi (Mean Time to Repair False Alarm) are assumed to be geometrically 
distributed.  

• The probability of detecting in a time unit an out of control of machine Mi monitored by chart Ci,q  
is pi (Ci,q) =1/MTTDi(Ci,q). Since samples are taken on the basis of the number of parts processed 
by the observed machine, MTTDi(Ci,q) (Mean Time to Detect) are assumed to be approximately 
geometrically distributed. Also we assume these alarms are Operation Dependent Failures (ODF) 
and that each alarm immediately stops machine Mi.   

• The fraction of defective parts produced in the in control state by machine Mi is 
γi

W= γi
W,S + γi

W,RW  of which γi
W,RW should be reworked and γi

W,S should be scrapped. 
• The fraction of defective parts produced in the out of control state is named γi

O= γi
O,S + γi

O,RW of 
which γi

O,RW should be reworked and γi
O,S should be scrapped 

• Inspections are assumed to be perfectly accurate (there are no errors in the measurement). 
• We assume that for each machine, only one out of control mode is possible. For this state, the 

change δι of the monitored quality characteristic is assumed to be fixed and known a priori.  
• Each control chart contained in the logical component Ci,q, is characterized by the following 

parameters: the number of parts between two samples h(Ci,q), the sample size m(Ci,q), the type I 



error probability α(Ci,q), the type II error probability β(Ci,q).  
• Each scrap/rework policy is characterized by the average fraction of parts to be scrapped s(Ci,q) 

and the average fraction of parts to be reworked rw(Ci,q). 
 
4- The Solution Method 
4-1 The isolated machine case 
Considering an isolated Mi monitored by logical component Ci,q, its behaviour can be represented by 
the Markov chain of figure 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this Markov chain all the states in which the machine can be are represented. These five states in 
particular are: 

• Operative State (Wi): machine Mi is in this state when it operates in control.  
• Local Down State (Di,fi): machine Mi is in this state when it failed in failure mode fi =1,..,Φi or 

φi=Φi+1,…,Fi. 
• Out of Control state Detected but not Real (A1

i) : machine Mi is in this state when it is stopped 
due to a false alarm signal of the control chart Ci,q. 

• Out Of Control State Real But Not Detected (Oi): machine Mi is in this state when an out of 
control occurred, but the state has not already been detected by the control chart. 

• Out Of Control State Real And Detected (A2
i): machine Mi is in this state when it is stopped 

since an out of control really occurred and has been detected by the control chart Ci,q. While 
the machine is in this state interventions are done to reset the machine to the in control state. 

Transition probabilities between these states are determined by using the following equations that 
represent the link between the logical component Ci,q and the monitored machine Mi. Therefore, they 
have been called Quality Link Equations. 
Consider the transition between state Wi and state A1

i; it is related to the probability of the type I error 
since it is the probability of having a stop for a false alarm. From the SPC theory, the average run 
length, i.e. the number of samples to be analyzed before a false alarm is generated, can be evaluated 
as: 
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Since the number of parts to be processed by the machine before one sample is observed, is equal to 
h(Ci,q)+m(Ci,q), the first quality link equation can be derived: 
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Where LT(Ci,q) is the lead time, i.e. the average time parts spend in the system between the monitored 
machine Mi and machine Mq where the inspection is located. This value is equal to zero if i=q, i.e. if 
the machine is an integrated machine. This parameter represents the delay of the quality information in 
the system. 
Similarly, the transition probability from the state Oi to the state A2

1 depends on the type II error and 
can be evaluated by using the following equations: 

Figure 2: Markov chain of the isolated machine Mi 
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By using these equations and the data of the model, all the transition probabilities are known and the 
Markov chain can be solved. Once all the steady state probabilities have been calculated the 
performance of the system can be derived as follows: 
The total average production rate of the isolated machine Mi is given by: 
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The throughput of conforming parts, also named effective throughput [10] of the machine Mi is: 
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An important measure of performance of this type of systems is the systems yield Yi that is the fraction 
of the input that is transformed into an output of good quality. It is given by: 
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In a similar way it is possible to evaluate the throughput of parts to be reworked by the machine and 
the throughput of parts to be scrapped by the system. 
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4-2 The two controlled machines case 
The system is composed by two stations M1 and M2 and one buffer B of finite capacity N. Each 
production station is a machining station integrated with an inspection device (no buffer is present 
between the monitored machine and the inspection device). These inspection devices perform 
sampling inspections and information is used to compile control charts. Therefore, we named these 
charts C1,1 and C2,2. The described system is represented in figure 3a.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The idea is to study this new system with the same methodology introduced in [11], i.e. by using the 
exact analytic solution for the system formed by two machines and one buffer, without quality 
control. This is equivalent to transforming the system of figure 3a into the system of figure 3b by 
calculating failure and repair probabilities of the additional failure modes. This is possible by 
performing a preliminary analysis of each machine monitored by the quality control device and by 
introducing a re-distribution of the machine steady state probabilities. The approach is 
therefore inspired to the one proposed in [12] and [13].  
The description of the method is reported for the analysis of the upstream machine M1, but the 
approach is the same for the machine M2, where the blocking states B2,f2, are replaced by the starvation 
states S1,f1. All the states in which machine M1 can be are indicated in the Markov chain in 
figure 4. This Markov chain is similar to that of figure 2, except for the presence of the blocking states 
B2,f2, with f2=1,..., F2 + 2. These states are related to the situation in which the machine M1 cannot 
process parts because the downstream buffer B is full (ni = Ni). As it can be noticed, since there is no 
reason to think that if machine Mi is restored from the blocking state it is reset to the in control 
conditions, blocking states are considered as type φ local failure modes.  
We now investigate the availability of the transition probabilities of the Markov chain in figure 4. In 
the isolated machine model we provided quality link equations to evaluate the probabilities of entering 

Figure 3a: two monitored machine system 
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Figure 3b: equivalent two-machine line 
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the states (A1
1) and (A1

2). The transition probability from the state (W1) to (O1) and to (D1,f1) are data of 
the problem, as assumed in section 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The only unknown transition in this Markov chain are therefore those entering in the blocking states. 
Assume that all the probabilities of the blocking states π(B2,f2) are known; since the in control state 
(W1) and the out of control state not detected (O1) are both operative states, in these states machine M1 
inserts parts into the downstream buffer, B. Therefore the probability of machine M1 getting blocked is 
the same from both the states and can be calculated as: 
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At this point, since all the transition probabilities of the Markov chain of figure 4 are known, the 
Markov chain can be solved and steady states probabilities can be calculated.  
By following the approach introduced in [12], the Markov chain of figure 4 can be transformed into 
the Markov chain of figure 5 that has a failure structure that is coherent with that of the two-machine 
line solved with an exact analytical method in [11]. The re-distribution of the calculated steady state 
probabilities for the upstream pseudo-machine MU(1), figure 5, is performed by using these equations: 
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Considering the state A1,U(1): the probability of repairing the out of control state detected but not real  
is simply equal to that of the original machine M1. Therefore we can write: 
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By writing a node equation and considering the state aggregation equation (10): 
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With the same consideration it is possible to evaluate the unknown probabilities related to the state 
A2,U(1) of out of control detected and real. In particular: 
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Once all the transition probabilities, i.e. failure and repair probabilities, for the multiple failure mode 
pseudo-machine MU(1) are calculated, it is possible to evaluate the performance of the system by 
following an iterative algorithm that alternately visits both the machines in the line.  
The total throughput of the system can be calculated as follows: 

)1()()()()()1( 221121 EOWOWEEE TOTTOTTOT =+=+=== ππππ                           (14) 

The system yield can be evaluated by using this equation (Y1 and Y2 are calculated with (7)): 
TOTEYYY 21)1( =                                 (15) 

The buffer level can be calculated as )1(nn = .     

Figure 4: Markov chain of the machine M1 Figure 5: Markov chain of the pseudo-machine MU(1) 
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5- Numerical results 
The results obtained with the proposed method on many different cases randomly generated have been 
compared with those provided by simulation. In the following tables some cases of inspection 
sampling (h>m) and of 100% inspection (h=0) are reported. Ten simulation runs of 5000000 time units 
have been performed, and the total throughput has been evaluated with a 95% confidence interval of 
0.00009 as a maximum width. As it can be seen in table 1, results are very accurate both in terms of 
total average production rate and in terms of system yield. In all the other cases not reported the results 
have a similar degree of accuracy. 
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CASE 1 2 3 4 
CT 1.6780 1.9848 5.1083 1.4289 

SIM 1.6648 1.9847 5.0487 1.4244 

n 
(1

) 

e % 0.3295 0.0023 0.4969 0.03 

CT 0.6562 0.4067 0.4301 0.5368 

SIM 0.6575 0.4088 0.4314 0.537 

E
_e

ff
 

e % 0.1864 0.5158 0.3047 0.0275 

CT 0.9115 0.4259 0.6070 0.5567 

SIM 0.9132 0.4280 0.6087 0.5569 

E
_t

ot
 

e % 0.1904 0.5057 0.2687 0.0287 

CT 0.7199 0.9550 0.7085 0.9642 

SIM 0.7199 0.9551 0.7087 0.9642 

Y
ie

ld
 

e % 0.0038 0.0100 0.0361 0.0005 

CASE 1 2 3 4 
p1 , r1 0.012 0.39 0.01 0.12 0.001 0.042 0.31 0.39 

pq
1 , rq

1 0.03 0.45 0.102 0.142 0.102 0.43 0.02 0.3 

r1
fal.se

 0.7 0.65 0.9 0.98 

γW
1,γO

1 0.1 0.3 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.7 0.03 0.1 

α1 β1 0.027 0.03 0.07 0.23 0.001 0.08 0.027 0.12 

h1, m1 12 3 0 1 0 1 150 20 

p2 , r2 0.001 0.43 0.01 0.15 0.004 0.009 0.219 0.74 

pq
2 , rq

2 0.02 0.39 0.102 0.142 0.03 0.56 0.109 0.8 

r2
fal.se

 0.5 0.65 0.9 0.98 

γW
2,γO

2 0.1 0.3 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.7 0.001 0.003

α2 β2 0.027 0.03 0.07 0.23 0.001 0.08 0.027 0.12 

h2, m2 12 3 0 1 0 1 150 20 

N 4 4 12 15 
Table 1: Numerical results, two monitored machines, one buffer case 


